INTRODUCTION
In many areas of data analysis, it is desirable to have some tools at hand that help to analyze and elucidate the structure of finite metric spaces. In phylogenetic analysis for example, metric spaces arise naturally from genetic distances, and biologists aim to deduce evolutionary relationships between the taxa in question from analyzing their structure. Pursuing such a goal, the idea of decomposing a metric into a sum of simpler metrics has often proven useful, the prototypical example being the decomposition of tree-like metrics into positive linear combinations of so-called split metrics representing the contributions of the various edges of the underlying tree.
More precisely, given a tree-like metric d on a finite set X ; that is, a metric d satisfying the 4-point condition:
• for all x, y, u, v ∈ X ,
d(x, y) + d(u, v) ≤ max{d(x, u) + d(y, v), d(x, v) + d(y, u)},
it can be shown that d can be decomposed as follows [1] .
Define a split S = {A, B} of a finite set X to be a bipartition of X into two (non-empty) sets A, B. For x ∈ X , let S(x) denote that subset in S that contains x, and denote by S(X ) the set of all splits of X . Now, defining P * (X ) := {A ⊆ X : ∅ = A = X }, one associates to every pair A, B ∈ P * (X ) its isolation index
and one defines the isolation index of a split S = {A, B} of X to be α S = α d S := α d {A,B} . In addition, to each split S = {A, B} ∈ S(X ), one associates the split metric
The forbidden subconfiguration characterizing weakly compatible splits. The three straight lines partition the set consisting of the four fat points into three splits that are not weakly compatible; more precisely, a split system is weakly compatible if and only if it does not contain such a configuration among its various subconfigurations.
Then, according to [1] , every metric d that satisfies the 4-point condition above can be ex-
In addition, it can be shown that there exist disjoint subsets A 1 ∈ S 1 and A 2 ∈ S 2 for any two splits
> 0, in which case the two splits S 1 and S 2 are said to be compatible, and that, conversely, any sum of the form (1) with α S ≥ 0 for all S ∈ S(X ) satisfies the 4-point condition provided every two splits S 1 , S 2 in S(X ) with α S 1 , α S 2 > 0 are compatible, in which case the isolation indices α d S of that sum d coincide with α S for all S ∈ S(X ).
Clearly, the definition of the isolation index α d S does not depend upon d being tree like. With this in mind, given any metric d on a finite set X , one defines a split S ∈ S(X ) to be a d-split if the associated isolation index α d S is positive, and one defines d to be totally split decomposable if Eqn. (1) holds, a condition that is, in turn, known to be equivalent to d satisfying the following 5-point condition [1] :
• α {{t,u},{v,w}} ≤ α {{t,x},{v,w}} + α {{t,u},{v,x}} for all t, u, v, w, x ∈ X . In particular, a metric d defined on a finite set X is totally split decomposable if and only if the restriction d| Y ×Y of d to every 5-point subset Y of X is totally split decomposable.
Moreover, while any two splits in the collection of all d-splits
of a tree-like metric d are compatible, the collection of d-splits of an arbitrary metric d cannot be expected to exhibit such a particular property. However, any such collection is, at least, weakly compatible, i.e., there exist no four points x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 in X and three splits
does not contain a triplet of splits as pictured in Figure 1 ). Due to applications in phylogenetic analysis such as those provided by split decomposition [6] and hereditarily optimal networks [4] , it has become of some interest to understand the structure of the tight span of totally split-decomposable metrics. This (compact, though not convex) polytope can be defined for arbitrary metrics d and is denoted by T (d). It is the union of all compact faces of the (convex, though not compact) polytope Recently, it was shown [3] that the tight span of a totally split-decomposable metric d may be easily computed (being canonically isomorphic to the so-called Buneman complex) provided that S(d) is octahedral free, i.e., there exists no partition X = X 1∪ · · ·∪X 6 of X into six non-empty subsets X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, such that each one of the following four splits:
does not contain any octahedral quartet S of splits as depicted in Figure 2 ), in which case we call d a consistent metric. Thus, in light of the 5-point condition above, it is natural to ask for some simple condition that characterizes consistent metrics amongst the totally split-decomposable ones. In this paper, we provide such a condition by proving the following result which has already been given in [3] .
THEOREM 1. If (X, d) is a metric space and d is a totally split-decomposable metric, then d is consistent (that is, S(d) is octahedral free) if and only if d satisfies the following 6-point condition:
• For every subset Y of X of cardinality 6, there exists a pair a, a ∈ Y of distinct elements such that
TOTALLY SPLIT-DECOMPOSABLE METRICS
In this section, we recall some results regarding totally split-decomposable metrics that appeared in [1] , and delineate some consequences of these results that will be of use later on.
We begin by considering the polytope P(X, d) associated to a finite metric space (X, d) as defined in the Introduction. For convenience, given a metric d on X , we denote d(x, y) also by x y, for x, y ∈ X . In addition, for a subset A ⊆ X , we put A := X − A. As an immediate consequence of the result above and the definition of the isolation index, we have the following lemma. 
and, therefore, in view of 
Then, as an immediate consequence of the result stated just above, we see that if d is a totally split-decomposable metric on X , Y ∈ P * (X ) and S ∈ S(d| Y ), then there must exist some
We now recall two results from [5] relating to octahedral split systems. First, define two splits S, S ∈ S(X ) to be incompatible if they are not compatible, a condition that is equivalent to A ∩ A = ∅ for all A ∈ S, A ∈ S . In addition, define a split system S ⊆ S(X ) to be incompatible if any two splits in S are incompatible. Note that any octahedral quartet of splits clearly forms an incompatible split system. Here are the results from [5] we are going to apply:
is a weakly compatible, yet incompatible split system with #S =: t, then S is either an octahedral quartet of splits or it is strictly circular; that is, there exists a (labeled) partition := {X 1 , . . . , X 2t } of X into 2t non-empty subsets X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2t such that S coincides with the split system
(identifying indices modulo 2t).
• [5, Corollary 4] If S ⊆ S(X ) is a strictly circular split system and if Y ⊆ X is a nonempty subset of X such that the induced split system S| Y is incompatible, then S| Y is also strictly circular.
We now combine the aforementioned results:
LEMMA 2. Suppose that X is a finite set with #X ≥ 6, that Y is a 6-subset of X , and that d is a totally split-decomposable metric on X . Then, if S(d| Y ) contains an octahedral split system, so does S(d).
PROOF. Suppose that S(d| Y ) contains an octahedral quartet S of splits. By the remark above, each split in S ⊆ S(Y ) extends to a split in S ⊆ S(X ). Let S * be a quartet of splits in S that extends S , i.e., with S * | Y = S . We claim that S * is an octahedral quartet of splits. First, note that S * inherits incompatibility from S . Also, as S * is contained in S which is a weakly compatible split system, S * is also weakly compatible. Thus S * is weakly compatible, yet incompatible. So, by the first result quoted above, S * either forms an octahedral quartet of splits, or it is strictly circular. However, S * cannot be strictly circular as then, by the second result quoted above, S = S * | Y would also be strictly circular, contrary to our assumption. Thus, S * is an octahedral quartet of splits, as claimed. 
A KEY RESULT
In this section, we will prove a result from which the main result will follow as a corollary. To deal with the further consequences of this assumption, we first introduce some notational conventions. We will interpret any diagram of the form and will make use of the fact that no family of diagrams of the form as depicted in (1) and (3) can exist where (i) every edge is covered by as many straight or double lines as broken lines, and (ii) at least one double line occurs, because this would imply x > x for some x ∈ R. We now show that if S(d) is not octahedral free, then the 6-point condition is violated, thus completing the proof of the main result. Suppose that S(d) is not octahedral free, so that there exists a partition X = X 1∪ · · ·∪X 6 of X into six non-empty subsets X i (i = 1, . . . , 6), and a quartet of octahedral splits S 1 , . . . , S 4 satisfying the equations given in the Introduction. Now, choose x i ∈ X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, and put Y := {x 1 , . . . , x 6 }. Then we see that the split system S ⊆ S(Y ) consisting of the four splits Figure 2) , it suffices to check the two cases A = {x 1 , x i } for i ∈ {2, 4}. Yet, in both cases, the three splits {{x 1 , x i }, Y − {x 1 , x i }}, {{x 1 , x 3 , x 5 }, {x 2 , x 4 , x 6 }}, and {{x 1 , x 5 , x 6 }, {x 2 , x 3 , x 4 }} are not weakly compatible (consider the elements x 1 , x 3 , x i , x 6 ).
Thus, by the first result quoted in Section 2, we see that
must hold for any 2-subset A of Y , which means that the 6-point condition does not hold by Lemma 1. 2 REMARK 1. Theorem 1 does not hold, in general, for metrics d that are not totally split decomposable; see [2] where a counter-example is provided.
